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Abstract

The latest depth-sensing coplanar grid CdZnTe detectors have been tested. Two of these have dimensions

1.5� 1.5� 1.0 cm3 and one is a cylindrical detector with 1.5 cm diameter and 1.0 cm length, all of them using the third-

generation coplanar anode design. Energy resolutions of 2.0% and 2.4% FWHM at 662 keV g-ray energies were

obtained. Detector performance has been observed experimentally as a function of depth of the g-ray interaction, and as

a function of radial position near the anode surface. The measured results show the improvement of the third-

generation anode design. Material uniformity of CdZnTe crystals manufactured by eV Products have been directly

observed and compared on two 1.5� 1.5� 1.0 cm3 detectors.

r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Room temperature semiconductor devices used
for g-ray detection have long been studied because
of their superior charge carrier statistics in
comparison to gas and scintillation detectors.
Such semiconductors include CdZnTe, CdTe,
and HgI2, all having a wide band gap and a high
atomic number. However, these materials had
been limited in use to thin detectors due to their
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserve
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poor hole mobilities. In 1994, Luke [1] developed a
single polarity charge sensing technique that
worked in a manner analogous to the Frisch grid
[2] configuration in gas ion chambers. Luke’s
technique employed parallel strips that were
connected in an alternate manner, producing two
sets of inter-digital grid electrodes, or coplanar
grid electrodes. The read-out of this system was
done in a fashion, by subtracting the coplanar
signals, to produce a net signal dependent only on
the movement of charge carriers near the coplanar
electrodes. In this way, the coplanar grid detector
can act as a single polarity charge-sensing device.
When the coplanar electrodes are biased to collect
d.
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electrons, the effects of poor hole mobility can be
mitigated.

To compensate for electron trapping, Luke [1]
employed a linear compensation technique using a
subtraction circuit with a relative gain applied
between the two channels. This method compen-
sates for electron trapping assuming good material
uniformity throughout the whole crystal. In 1996,
He et al. [3,4] proposed a method using depth-
sensing to correct for electron trapping. This
method uses signals from the cathode and
coplanar anodes to determine the depth of the
g-ray interaction. In this way, spectra can be
obtained as a function of interaction depth,
allowing one to compensate for electron trapping
for any depth-dependent function.

In the early coplanar grid designs, He et al. [3]
observed significant energy resolution degradation
near the coplanar anodes, which was later
attributed to the weighting potential non-sym-
metric effect [5,6]. Based on this understanding, He
et al. [5] proposed using a boundary electrode
surrounding the coplanar anodes which would aid
in balancing the weighting potentials along the
edges of the detector. With this new design, named
generation 2, the difference of the weighting
potentials along the edge of the detector was
significantly reduced. Still, the anode geometry
was not optimized, and so a generation 3 design
was proposed [5]. In this design, the strip widths of
the two outermost grids and three outermost gaps
were fine-tuned in order to minimize the difference
of the weighting potential about the area of the
detector.

In this paper, we discuss the performance
improvements with the generation 3 coplanar
electrode design.
Fig. 1. Generation 3 coplanar grid design consisting of two

coplanar anodes and a boundary electrode.
2. Third-generation coplanar anode design

It has been observed that the design of the
coplanar anode geometry has a significant effect
on detector performance. When the weighting
potentials of the coplanar anodes are insufficiently
balanced, events occurring near the coplanar
anodes will result in a degraded energy resolution.
To circumvent the problem of non-symmetric
weighting potentials, He et al. [5] proposed a
generation 3 design as shown in Fig. 1. This anode
geometry involves a coplanar anode grid structure
surrounded by a boundary electrode. The purpose
of the boundary electrode is to aid in balancing the
weighting potentials for both coplanar anodes.
This is because, when the weighting potential of
the collecting anode is calculated, a unit potential
is assigned to the collecting anode and 0 potentials
are assigned to all other electrodes. When the
boundary electrode is excluded, the boundary
conditions force an imbalance in the potential
near the periphery of the anode surface, because
the most outside strip electrode will have either a 1
or 0 weighting potential, but not both. With
the addition of the boundary electrode, the
potential is fixed to 0 along the periphery of
the anode surface, making it possible to balance
the weighting potentials of the two central
coplanar anodes.
The generation 3 design was improved from the

generation 2 design by changing the widths of the
two outermost strips and three outermost gaps.
The basis behind this change was the effect of the
potential field around the perimeter of the detector
being dominated by the outermost anode strip. By
reducing the width of the outermost strip and
increasing the width of the second outermost strip,
a much more balanced weighting potential profile
can result. The generation 3 design was modeled
using the electrostatic finite-element analysis soft-
ware package Maxwell [7] and the design improve-
ments were verified by simulations.
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Fig. 2. Induced charge of a single electron formed at depth Z,

at two different radial positions, and traveling to the collecting

anode.
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3. Principles of depth and radial-sensing

3.1. Depth-sensing technique using cathode/anode

ratio

A novel method to determine the depth of a g-
ray interaction was proposed in [3]. This method
utilizes the linear shape of the cathode weighting
potential, resulting in a depth-dependent cathode
signal (C) that can be expressed as CpD Eg, where
D is the distance from the coplanar anodes and Eg

is the energy deposited by the incident g-ray. The
coplanar anode signal, on the other hand, is
proportional to the energy deposited (assuming
the relative gain is set to 1 and the weighting
potential difference is 0 from the cathode side up
to one pitch length from the anode side). Hence,
the coplanar anode signal (A) can be expressed as
ApEg. It is then evident that by taking the ratio of
the cathode and coplanar anode signals, i.e.,
d ¼ C=A / D, the interaction depth D can be
determined. Depth-sensing allows us the capabil-
ity of producing spectra as a function of interac-
tion depth.
3.2. Radial sensing near the anode surface

The technique of radial sensing in coplanar grid
detectors was explained in [5]. In this technique,
we employ the convex nature of the collecting
anode weighting potential, in the lateral direction
for a fixed depth, to determine the relative radial
position of a g-ray interaction. The induced charge
on an electrode due to the movement of a single
charge carrier is proportional to the difference of
the weighting potential between the beginning and
end positions of the charge’s path. Since the
weighting potential of the collecting anode is
greater in the center (Wcenter) than it is along the
periphery (Wedge) at a specific depth Z, and
the weighting potential on the anode surface where
the electrons are collected is 1, then the induced
charge on the collecting anode (Ac) will be larger
for events starting near the periphery than for
events starting near the center. This effect is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Using this information, we
can obtain the relative radial position of an event
using the following relationship:

AcðedgeÞ

ðAc�AncÞ
4

AcðcentralÞ

ðAc�AncÞ

where the coplanar anode signal (Ac–Anc) is taken
with the relative gain set to 1. This technique
allows us to obtain spectra as a function of radial
position.
4. Detector performance

4.1. Methods of operation

Coplanar grid detectors with boundary electro-
des can be operated in two modes. When the non-
collecting anode and the boundary electrode are
biased at the same potential, lower than that of the
collecting anode, electrons generated in the whole
detector volume will be collected by the collecting
anode. Alternatively, the collecting anode can be
biased to the same potential as the boundary
electrode, while the non-collecting anode is set to a
lower potential. This results in the collection of
electrons by the boundary electrode when charges
are generated near the sides of the detector. Only
electrons generated in the central region of the
device can be collected by the collecting anode,
where the difference of weighting potentials of
coplanar anodes is minimum. Therefore, the
detector performance is expected to be better in
the later mode of operation since the charge
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induced from electrons formed in the central
region of the detector will be more uniform.

Depth-sensing results obtained using a 1.5�
1.5� 1.0 cm3 generation 3 detector under these
two modes of operation are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Our experimental results show a typical degrada-
tion of about 0.2% FWHM when the full
detection volume is active to radiation while the
detection efficiency is about 25% higher [8]. This
shows the detector performance is worse near the
periphery of the devices.

4.2. Depth-sensing results

A total of three detectors were ordered from eV
Products [9]. Two of these were parallel epipeds
with dimensions 1.5� 1.5� 1.0 cm3 and consisted
of a square electrode design similar to that in
Fig. 1. These were designated as MO2 2-2 square
and MO2 2-3 square. The other detector was
cylindrical in shape 1.5 cm in diameter and 1.0 cm
in length. This detector was designated as MO2 2-2
cylindrical and consisted of a circular electrode
design with electrodes in the shape of a concentric
helix. The cylindrical design was tested to deter-
mine if the circular shape of the electrodes could
help to mitigate edge effects that would be present
on the square design.

Using the depth-sensing method, energy resolu-
tions between 2.0% and 2.1% FWHM at 662 keV
for the MO2 2-2 square detector were consistently
achieved. The performance for the other two
detectors was not as notable. Using the MO2 2-3
square detector an energy resolution of �2.4%
was achieved, whereas the MO2 2-2 cylindrical
detector resulted in an energy resolution of
�2.5%.

4.3. Validation of improved electrode design

To verify the improvement of the anode design,
pulse height spectra as a function of depth were
obtained on two detectors, one using eV Product’s
generation 2 design, where all strips and gaps had
constant widths [8], and the other using UM’s
generation 3 design. Fig. 4(a) shows the spectrum
obtained at each depth for the generation 2 design.
We observe that the photopeak resolution is best
near the cathode side of the detector and worse
near the coplanar anode surface. This phenomen-
on is the result of the weighting potential non-
symmetry rather than charge trapping, because the
effect of charge trapping should be most severe
towards the cathode side. Fig. 4(b) shows the same
measurement using the detector with the genera-
tion 3 design. In contrast, the spectra show better
resolution near the coplanar anodes. A direct
comparison of energy resolution as a function of
interaction depth for the two different electrode
designs is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). The fact that the
generation 3 design showed no degradation near
the coplanar anodes supports our theory that the
new design is superior.
5. Measurement results for radial sensing

Results using radial sensing for three detectors
with different anode designs are shown in Fig. 5.
The spectra shown in these figures are taken at
different radial positions at about the same
interaction depth, near the coplanar anodes. These
spectra indicate the charge induction uniformity
for electrons formed at different radial positions
within the detector.

5.1. Second-generation design

The spectra obtained in Fig. 5(a) confirm the
severity of the non-symmetric weighting potential
in the generation 2 design. These results show that
the deviation of the photopeak centroid position
from that of the center region of the detector
increases with increasing radial position. The
amount of deviation in the photopeak position is
�5–6%.
It is also clear from Fig. 5(a) that multiple peaks

were observed for spectra 2 and 3. This can be
explained based on the design of Fig. 1, which can
be used as an example in our discussion on the
generation 2 detector. In Fig. 1, if the events are
generated on the left-hand side of the device near
the anode surface, the weighting potential of the
collecting anode (coplanar anode 1) is higher than
that of the non-collecting anode (coplanar anode
2) due to the closer proximity of the collecting
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Fig. 3. Cs-137 spectrum obtained using an eV Products MO2 2-2 square detector utilizing the depth-sensing method where (a) is taken

with the cathode set to �1700V, the non-collecting anode set to�80V, and the collecting anode and boundary electrode are set both at

ground and (b) is taken with the cathode set to �1600V, the collecting anode set to +80V, and in this case the non-collecting anode

and boundary electrode are both set to ground. Condition (a) results in only the electrons generated in the central region being

collected by the coplanar anodes, whereas, in (b) electrons generated in the whole device are collected by the coplanar anodes.
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Fig. 4. Energy spectra at each depth using a Cs-137 g-ray source for (a) the eV Product’s generation 2 detector and (b) the generation 3

detector, both spectra were taken with a cathode bias of �1700V and anode bias of –80V. The plot in (c) shows the energy resolution

(% FWHM) as a function of the interaction depth for both electrode configurations.
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anode to the boundary electrode. Therefore, the
weighting potential of the coplanar signal
(Wc–Wnc) is higher than that in the central region.
This causes the induced coplanar signal to be
smaller than for those events produced in the
central region. Similarly, if the events are formed
on the right-hand side of the device, the coplanar
signal is larger. These variations in the weighting
potentials cause the double-peak feature as shown
in Fig. 5(a), spectrum 2. It can be imagined that
when the interaction position shifts from the left
side of the detector to the right side, the amplitude
of the coplanar signal will change from lower
to higher values. In some intermediate regions,
such as the top or bottom of the device, the
weighting fields of the collecting and non-collect-
ing anodes may be very close. This results in a
third peak in the middle, as shown in Fig. 5(a),
spectrum 3.
Another important feature in Fig. 5(a) is the

shift towards lower energy in the peak centroid
position for spectrum 4. This spectrum constitutes
events that occur at the largest radial position.
The reason why events occurring in this region
are shifted to a lower channel number can be
explained based on Fig. 6. This plot shows
the weighting potential for the collecting
anode and non-collecting anode on a generation
2 detector at a depth of 1mm from the
anode surface. Suppose the radial index value at
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Fig. 5. Cs-137 spectra taken at different radial positions at one particular interaction depth for (a) the generation 2 detector, where

spectra numbers 1–4 indicate increasing radial positions (b) the I9-01 detector with eV’s generation 2 design and (c) the MO2 2-2

square detector with the generation 3 design, where both (b) and (c) were taken with a cathode bias of �1700V and anode bias of

�80V. In (b) and (c), numbers 1-2-3 indicate increasing radial positions.
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position 1 (R1) is given by

R1 ¼
Ac

Ac�Anc
. (1)

If the difference of the collecting anode and non-
collecting anode at position 1 is +D, then the
difference at position 2 is �D, assuming positions
1 and 2 are equidistant to the center of the device.
The weighting potential of the collecting anode
at position 2 is shifted lower by D and hence the
collecting anode signal will be greater by D.
Likewise, the weighting potential of the coplanar
signal at position 2 is shifted lower by 2D and
hence the coplanar signal will be greater by 2D.
Therefore, the radial index value at position 2 (R2)
is given by

R2 ¼
AcþD

Ac�Ancþ 2D
. (2)

It can be found that R14R2 if Ac4�Anc. That
is, if the collecting anode signal is greater than the
negative component of the non-collecting anode
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signal, then position 1 will have a larger radial
index value than position 2. This inequality will
hold for all events occurring at depths greater than
1 pitch (�1mm) from the anodes. Events occur-
ring at position 1 will have smaller pulse ampli-
tude, because the coplanar weighting potential at
this position is some finite positive value. Hence,
the largest radial position events will give rise to a
smaller peak centroid value.

5.2. eV Product’s design

For the modified generation 2 design, as
described in [8], the effects of a non-symmetric
weighting potential are evident in Fig. 5(b), which
are not as severe as in the previous case, but are
still substantial. A shift of �2% in the photopeak
centroid position was observed. Also, multiple
peaks for radial position 2 were again observed in
addition to a low-energy peak shift for radial
position 3. All of these effects provide additional
evidence of the weighting potential non-symmetric
effect, resulting in the poor spectroscopic perfor-
mance near the coplanar anodes.

When the weighting potentials of the coplanar
anodes are not symmetric, the difference is a
maximum near the periphery and a minimum in
the central region. Therefore, by observing the
difference of detector performance in the central
region and near the periphery (larger radial
coordinates), we can observe the improvement of
our overall design symmetry between the weight-
ing potentials, since the variation of charge
generation and material properties are not likely
to depend solely on the radial coordinates.

5.3. Third-generation design

The radial spectra for the generation 3 design
are shown in Fig. 5(c). We observe a much sharper
photopeak than in the previous two detectors and
a much smaller deviation of the photopeak
position. The magnitude of this deviation is
�0.3%. Also, multiple peaks were not observed
for this device. This confirms that the difference in
the weighting potentials has been significantly
reduced.
6. Material uniformity

The depth-sensing method gives us the capabil-
ity to obtain information about the detector that is
not available using the conventional coplanar grid
readout technique. In Fig. 4(a), we observed a
poorer energy resolution of 6.1% FWHM near the
anode side of the detector and a very good
resolution of 1.5% FWHM near the cathode side.
This indicates that the electron trapping does not
degrade energy resolution significantly, because
electrons with larger drift distances are more
susceptible to the non-uniformity of charge trap-
ping sites. However, the best energy resolution was
observed for events occurring on the cathode side,
suggesting the material’s good charge transport
properties for electrons. In contrast, the energy
resolution on the MO2 2-2 square detector in
Fig. 4(b) was slightly poorer near the cathode side
than it was near the anode side, suggesting that
the transport of electrons through the detector
material degrades the resolution towards the
cathode side. This observation was consistent
with what was reported by eV Products. That is,
the dimensions of Te inclusions were larger in the
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crystals used for the newest generation 3 detectors.
The link between degraded energy resolution
and the concentration of Te inclusions has been
reported previously [10,11].
7. Summary

The experimental results show the improvement
in detector performance obtained using the gen-
eration 3 coplanar grid design. Using the depth-
sensing method, consistently good energy resolu-
tions of 2.0–2.1% FWHM at 662 keV were
achieved on one detector. Using the radial sensing
method, we showed the deleterious effects of a
non-symmetric weighting potential and the im-
provement that resulted with the generation 3
design. We observed with depth-sensing the
difference in material characteristics of two crys-
tals. One crystal has better electron transport
properties than the other. This shows that the
quality of CdZnTe materials and the design of
coplanar anodes both affect the performance of
coplanar grid detectors.
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